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Gene therapy is considered to be the  
most effective and often only treatment  
option for many severe and life-threatening  
diseases. As gene therapy is moving  
towards more common indications with  
larger patient numbers and systemic  
treatments, much higher amounts of vector 
material are required. Consequently,  
production processes delivering high yields
in scalable formats are needed.

ELEVECTA® is the scalable stable AAV  
production platform that brings vector  
manufacturing to the next level and opens  
a new chapter for the industry.

ELEVECTA®
UNLOCKS THE  FULL POTENTIAL 
OF GENE THERAPIES



ELEVECTA®
HIGH PERFORMANCE AAV MANUFACTURING
WITH STABLE PRODUCER CELL LINES

                     ELEVATING
                                VECTOR MANUFACTURING  
              TO THE NEXT LEVEL

Through a unique producer cell line
approach, ELEVECTA® enables
high-performance AAV vector production.
All components necessary for
AAV production are stably integrated
into the genome of the ELEVECTA®
Producer Cell. No need for helper viruses, 
expensive transfection reagents or  
cGMP-grade plasmids. 

Just expand producer cells and start 
producing AAV in a robust, 
reliable and fully scalable format.

The technology is fully scalable
in all common types and formats of 
suspension bioreactors.

Transient transfection and the  
use of helper viruses are completely 
eliminated from the process.

This enables robust and reliable
production processes designed for 
large scale manufacturing.

FULLY SCALABLE

ROBUST PROCESS

NO TRANSFECTION
NO HELPER VIRUS



ELEVECTA® 
FROM THERAPEUTIC CONCEPT  
TO PRODUCER CELL LINE

The ELEVECTA® Producer Cell Line  
is tailor-made by stably integrating the  
AAV vector components, including  
the serotype-specific capsid gene and the 
transgene, into the genome of the  
ELEVECTA® Alpha Cell, which has been

modified to provide rep and helper  
functions. Using latest cell line screening  
technologies, the best ELEVECTA®  
Producer Cells are selected, characterized 
and cryopreserved as a GMP Master  
Cell Bank (MCB) for the manufacturing of  
preclinical and clinical vector material.

Stable ELEVECTA® Producer Cell Lines  
are selected and further optimized using  
automated and miniaturized screening 
technologies for cell line engineering.  
Top producer clones can be selected and 
further engineered in multiple dimensions, 
including cell growth, stability and  
productivity. 

PREMIUM TECHNOLOGY FOR PREMIUM PRODUCER CELL LINES

ELEVECTA® 
Alpha Cell Line

ELEVECTA® 
Producer Cell Line
(Single cell clones)

Polyclonal 
Producer Pool

Single Cell Cloning
and Screening

The Alpha Cell Line  
provides rep and helper 
functions.

The serotype-specific capsid
gene and the therapeutic 
gene are stably integrated 
into the Alpha Cell Line  
to generate the Polyclonal  
Producer Pool.

By using the latest cloning
and high-throughput 
screening technologies,
Single Cell Cloning  
of the Producer Pool is 
performed and the best 
producer single cell clones 
are selected.

The Producer Cell Line 
has all elements 
necessary for AAV  
production stably  
integrated into the  
genome of the cell.

SINGLE CELL CLONES
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ELEVECTA® 
FROM PRODUCER CELL LINE 
TO THERAPEUTIC TREATMENT

The ELEVECTA® Technology can be
implemented in standard bioprocess
development and manufacturing facilities
with suspension bioreactors. Running the 
same process, AAV material can be  
produced from smaller batches for tox and 

preclinical studies up to larger volumes
for clinical development and therapeutic 
use. The production process is optimized 
and intensified for each producer cell line 
to improve its performance using state-of-
the-art process development tools.

The ELEVECTA® Technology turns complex
manufacturing challenges into a simple
process. It opens up new possibilities as 
existing know-how in cell culture processes 
and reactor designs from the monoclonal
antibody industry can be applied to  
the AAV space. Due to their productivity 

and scalability, stable cell lines have become 
the hallmark of biologics, enabling the 
development and approval of a large number 
of new therapies. Already proven in other 
areas, it’s time now to implement stable cell 
lines also in viral vector production. A new 
era has begun.

THE FUTURE OF AAV MANUFACTURING

Scale-up to 
manufacturing scale

Multiple batches  
of AAV particles

Enabling  
gene therapies 
in a variety of  
indications

ELEVECTA® 
Producer Cell Line
(Single cell clones)

Production is started by
expansion of the cells up to 
the desired scale and cell 
density. AAV production 
is then switched on at the 
optimal time point.

AAV particles are
harvested and purified 
with industry standard 
downstream methods.

Upscaling can be done
in any type and size of
suspension bioreactors.



CEVEC is a leading provider of high-performance cell technology 
for the manufacturing of advanced biotherapeutics from R&D to 
manufacturing scale, including modern gene therapy vectors and 
complex recombinant proteins.

For further information please contact: 
CEVEC Pharmaceuticals GmbH
Gottfried-Hagen-Str. 60-62 | 51105 Köln | Germany
Phone +49 221 46020800 | E-Mail info@cevec.com

www.cevec.com


